Divalent cations and the electrostatic potential around DNA: Monte Carlo and Poisson-Boltzmann calculations.
The predictions of counterion condensation theory for divalent ions were tested by comparison with the results of Monte Carlo calculations on an all-atom model of DNA. Monovalent-divalent competition at the polyelectrolyte surface was investigated by varying the partial molar volume of divalent ions. To assess the viability of using Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) calculations for determining divalent ion concentrations at DNA surfaces, Monte Carlo (MC) calculations were compared with PB calculations using different models of the dielectric continuum. It was determined that, while standard PB calculations of divalent ion surface densities are about 25-30% below those predicted by MC techniques, and somewhat larger than errors previously determined for monovalent ions, errors due to the use of the mean-field approximation of PB theory are smaller than those arising from common assumptions regarding the dielectric continuum.